**Definition**

Displacement measurements along the borehole axis – extensometer-measurements

Extensometers are instruments, suitable for measuring distance-alterations between points in a rock-mass, along the axis of a borehole. The connection between the points is achieved using either stationary installed rods (rod-extensometer) and wires (wire-extensometer) or with mobile strain-measure probes (probe extensometer). The results are mainly used to check the displacement status and the stability of rockbuildings.

**Summary**

The INCREX (INCRemental Extensometer) is designed for measuring the deformation of boreholes in direction of the borehole axis at regular distances. For the measurements use is made of a mobile borehole probe. Due to the contact-free, electronic determination of the actual distances between 2 neighboured measuring marks, a very high system accuracy is reached by INCREX.

A conventional inclinometer measurement can be combined with a standard INCREX measurement. This allows the determination of the change in deformation of a borehole in 3-D.

The INCREX measuring system is designed for on-site conditions. It is quite robust and dust- and waterproof. Despite of this design care is necessary to make the best use of this precision borehole instrument over its entire life time.

The way of carrying out successful INCREX measurements is described in this statement.
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1. Introduction

The contact-free mobile extensometer INCREX is particularly suitable for the in-situ determination of settlement profiles, loosening and movements of the ground (as well in combination with inclinometer measurements) in the vicinity of underground openings; in slope and foundation engineering; applicable to rock construction in both civil and mining engineering.

It is designed for highly accurate measurements of the distance between regularly spaced measuring marks which are part of the borehole casing. It is therefore the axial component of the movement of the borehole which is measured.

For an INCREX measurement an ABS casing is inserted in the borehole. On its outer side the casing is carrying metallic measuring rings which are spaced at regular intervals (standard = 1.0 m). The annulus between casing and borehole wall is filled with a mortar based grout to provide a bond between the ground and the measuring rings. The exact distance between adjacent measuring rings is measured by the INCREX probe which is inserted into the casing from outside of the borehole. Built-in the INCREX probe are two high precision coil systems at a base distance of 1.000 m. In measuring position the two coil systems of the probe are in induction with the two measuring rings. This provides an electrical signal which is proportional to the actual distance of the two measuring rings. The INCREX signal is the difference between the base length of the coils (constant at 1.000000 m) and the distance of the two actual measuring rings. A typical signal is 0.123 mm which means that the two rings are 1.000123 m apart.

By repeated measurements in certain time intervals (typically days, weeks or months) settlements, loosening processes and, in combination with mobile inclinometers, also general 3-D displacements can be recorded.

The INCREX probe is waterpressure-proof up to 15 bars. It has a standard length of 1550 mm and an outer diameter of 46 mm. Centering of the probe in the tubing is by two spring-loaded wheels as with standard mobile inclinometers. The probe fits into inclinometer tubings of 60 mm inner diameter.

The components of movements across the borehole axis can be measured by conventional digital mobile inclinometers. Both mobile probes (INCREX and Inclinometer) can be employed in one and the same borehole casing. By this you can determine the general 3-D displacements at measuring points spaced at 1.0 m in nonhorizontal boreholes.
1. 1. Handling of the instruments

The INCRemental EXtensometer is a precision instrument of very high accuracy. The system is to be handled with due care to enjoy a good functioning over its lifetime. The readout unit or the data acquisition and computer assembly, respectively, as well as cable and cable heads should not be subject to excessive moisture, dust and vibrations.

It is highly recommended to read all delivered manuals carefully. When using a notebook basic knowledge of handling a computer is required.

The computer and the data acquisition unit have separate batteries. The battery of the data acquisition system provides the transducers with power as well. A battery charger of 220 V / 50 Hz is already installed. The actual voltage of the battery is displayed on the measuring screen of the notebook as well as on the readout unit by pushing the button.

As a complete measurement often exceeds the operation time of storage batteries we recommend to operate both computer and data acquisition system by the electric mains whenever this is possible.

In case this is not practicable in the fields, INTERFELS offers a 12V-power-box which is constructed especially for field use as external power supply for computer and data acquisition system. For this the computer has to be equipped with a standard 12V-car-adapter.

With a fully recharged battery the data acquisition system is able to operate for about 8 hours without external power supply.

All instruments and batteries should be recharged between the measurements. Before starting a new measurement please check the voltage of the data acquisition unit by pushing the corresponding button. The battery voltage should be at least 12.5 V without the mains cable connected.

In case of de-commissioning the system over an extended period of time, check the state of the batteries every 3 months and recharge them, if necessary.
1.2. Carrying out INCREX Measurements

1.2.1 General remarks

- Before starting the measurements, check that the grout is sufficiently set.

- Prior to the first measurement, a functional control of the INCREX system is recommended (ref. chap. 3). For this, insert the INCREX probe into the tube for the functional control which is usually supplied. It is recommended to store the functional control tube at a place with nearly constant ambient temperatures.

- Note that one set of INCREX measurements consists of two measuring runs over the entire depth. When working with the automatic data acquisition in the fields these two runs will be checked and averaged by the computer.

- The direction of measuring for each run is always from the bottom to the top of the borehole. Each complete measurement therefore consists of two upward runs.

- Before starting the measurement leave the probe at least for 30 minutes at the bottom of the borehole in order to adjust the temperature of the probe to the surrounding and wait until the value has stabilized.

- It is necessary to repeat this control before starting the second upward run. The temperature of the probe has to be constant.

- For maximum accuracy allow for approximately identical temperature adjustment periods for each new INCREX run. Also carry out the INCREX measurements at about the same speed. This is especially important in very deep boreholes and for measurements near the surface.

- The probe should always be inserted into the tubing in the same orientation. It may be useful to mark one groove of the tubing.

- A more detailed description of all necessary steps for a successful INCREX measurement is given in the following sections. This description explicitly refers to a system with a data acquisition and computer unit. The measurements by using a more conventional battery-operated readout unit are virtually the same, besides that the INCREX readings must be recorded by hand.
1.2. Carrying out INCREX Measurements

Figure 1: INCREX Measuring System and Tubing

Legend

1. INCREX probe
1a. two (2) induction coils, spaced at 1000mm
1b. guide wheel
2a. readout unit for manual reading
2b. notebook computer (for automatic reading)
2c. connecting cable: cable reel – readout unit
2d. cable for data transfer
3a. measuring cable
3b. cable reel
3c. cable head
4. functional control (not shown)
5. fixing and adjusting device
5a. setting rods
5b. anchor bolts (3x)
5c. base plate
5d. chuck
5e. one-hand quick clamping device
5f. cable wheel (movable)
5g. cable clamp
5h. hand wheel for adjustment of probe position
5i. toothed rack gear box
6a. measuring rings (spaced at 1000 +/- 20mm)
6b. ABS inclinometer casing
7. borehole - diameter: 116 – 146 mm
8a. top cap
8b. bottom end cap

Subject to technical modifications without prior notice
1.2. Carrying out INCREX Measurements

Figure 2: INCREX Tubing

Legend

6a measuring rings
- central distance = 1 000 mm
- outer diameter = 86 mm

6b ABS inclinometer casing
- outer diameter = 70 mm
- inner diameter = approx. 60 mm
- length = 3 000 mm

9 sleeve for inclinometer casing
- outer diameter = 77.5 mm
- inner diameter = 70.2 mm
- length = 300 to 1 000 mm

10 gap between adjacent ends of inclinometer casings
- up to 100 mm,
- in special cases even more

Note: sleeve (9) and gap (10) are missing at inclinometer tubes with snap seal O-ring coupling

Subject to technical modifications without prior notice
1.2. Carrying out INCREX Measurements

1.2.2 Preparation for a measurement

Please refer to figures 1 and 2.

1. After having removed the protection caps connect the cable head (3c) of the measuring cable on the cable reel (3b) to the INCREX probe (1).

**!! Warning !!** When connecting the cable with the probe, take care not to tighten the nut too rigorously. Otherwise the plug might be bent or even destroyed. Take note that the O-ring is in its correct position and that coupling and thread are clean. The O-ring should be occasionally treated with acid-free vaseline. Carefully tighten the cap nut by an open-ended spanner whilst holding the INCREX probe in the other hand until the slackness of the plug has just disappeared.

Connect also the cable reel with the readout unit (2a). The computer (2b) will be connected via the RS232-port COM1 or COM2 with the data cable (2d) to the readout unit.

2. Setup of the fixing and adjusting device (5) on top of the borehole.

3. Insert the probe (1) into the borehole by feeding it through the fixing and adjusting device (5).

**Attention:** For good measurements the INCREX probe must be inserted into the tubing always in identical orientation. This is facilitated by marking the keyway in the appropriate direction.

4. Open chuck (5d) of the clamping device by activating lever (5e). Feed a setting rod (5a) from the top into the clamping device.

5. Connect INCREX probe to the setting rod (quick coupling).

6. Tighten chuck by means of lever. Feed measuring cable (3a) of the probe through the slot of the cable clamp (5g) and fix it.

7. Screw the fixing and adjusting device onto the anchor bolts (5b) of the base plate (5c) on top of the borehole.

8. For measuring open chuck of the clamping device to release the setting rod. The setting rods are connected by the quick couplings. In order to control the measuring depth and position write down the number of setting rods. Each setting rod is 2m long with a black mark at 1m.
1.2.3 **Moving the Probe into Measuring Position**

Please refer to figure 1 and appendix 1.

The readout unit has on its front panel at the top an array of luminous diodes, right below the measuring value (deviation of the distance of the measuring rings from the rated value of 1.0 m) and at the bottom the display of the position of the probe (deviation from the optimum position between the measuring rings).

By pushing the appropriate marked buttons the voltage of the readout unit and the temperature of the probe respectively can be displayed.

The correct measuring position of the probe with regard to the actual two measuring rings is indicated by the array of luminous diodes as well as by the LCD window display at the readout unit.

The maximum measuring accuracy can only be obtained in the correct measuring position which corresponds to a position value of −0.50 and +0.50. Within this range the measuring value will be stable and can be saved.

When working with a computer the actual position of the probe (in mm) and the actual measuring value is also displayed on the measuring screen. Additionally there will appear a luminous beam at the bottom of the screen if the position of the probe is between -2.00 and +2.00 mm.

**Note:** It is recommended to use the much faster display of the luminous diodes as well as the LCD display of the readout unit to position the probe.

When the induction coils do approach a pair of measuring rings the luminous diodes will turn on. By moving the probe further into measuring position, the array of diodes is triggered in such a way that the illuminated diodes are first consecutively turned out, then for a short distance are left turned out, and then, on further slight movement, been turned on, again consecutively.

When moving the probe in the borehole, the steady pace of turning off and on of the luminous diodes is a clear indication that the INCREX probe is in a correct measuring position. The position in which an INCREX reading can be taken is in the range when all diodes are extinguished. By slight movements in both directions the diodes will turn on again.

On the LCD you will notice a change in sign of the position of the probe while moving it. The probe is in exact measuring position when the reading is zero. As mentioned above the measuring value will be stable in the range of +/-0.50 mm.

To keep the probe steady in a measuring position, it is important to lock the probe and the string of setting rods (5a) at the clamping device (5e). The measuring
cable (3a) should be fixed in the cable clamp (5g). A steady position of the probe is a precondition for a good measurement.

When locking the setting rods by activating lever the probe is normally not exactly in measuring position. For fine tuning rotate hand wheel (5h) until the LCD value is sufficiently close to zero.

!! Attention !!: Take care not to stretch the measuring cable in the cable clamp too hard when moving the chuck with the setting rods downwards. In this case release the cable for a short while.

When moving the INCREX probe into a new measuring position, it is of advantage to observe the markings on the setting rods as it allows quick finding of the approximate measuring position.

Note: When the probe is far away from a measuring position (say by about more than 10 cm), all of the diodes are usually extinguished. In case, however, that the probe is moving into a position with only a single measuring ring (this normally is only the case at the top of the borehole) or the borehole is intercepting a magnetically or electrically active zone, the array of diodes might be illuminated even if far away from a measuring position. In this situation a very quick and more irregular activation of the array of diodes is characteristic.

In case of strong magnetic of electric disturbances (magnetic orebodies or wireless), it might happen that the array of diodes are constantly activated over a certain length of borehole or period of time. In this case either switch off the INCREX data acquisition for a short while. Alternatively, wait until the disturbances have disappeared or waive INCREX measurements in this particular zone.
1.2.4 Measuring Procedure

9. After preparation as described before switch on the data acquisition unit and also the portable computer.

10. Insert the probe into the borehole. Proceed straight to the bottom of the borehole without taking any readings.

11. Move the probe to the correct measuring position of the two lowermost measuring rings.

After initiating the INCREX measurements in the computer program (refer to software manual), leave the probe at least for 30 minutes at the lowermost measuring point in order to adjust the probe temperature to the temperature in the borehole.

12. Once the temperature of the probe has stabilized start with the INCREX measurements by pressing <Enter>. This action will be confirmed by an acoustic signal. The measuring point number and depth will be displayed inversely on the computer screen.

13. In a measuring position the actual INCREX value is internally recorded a number of times and checked on its repeatability before being accepted and stored by the computer. Because of the internal checks in the computer the measuring period may last a number of seconds. **It is important not to move the probe during this measuring period.** A second acoustic signal indicates the reading is finished successfully. Furthermore the inverse display of the computer screen will be made undone.

On the readout unit and the computer screen respectively, two values are displayed:

- The **INCREX value** is the distance of the measuring rings minus the base length of 1.00 m. An INCREX value of 0.000 mm therefore indicates a distance of the measuring rings of exactly 1 000.000 mm.

- The **position** of the probe indicates the departure of the probe from its exact central position between the two measuring rings. The position is displayed during the measurement and is also recorded on the computer for documentation purposes, despite the fact that this value is not needed in the evaluation of the INCREX measurements.

It is recommended to place the probe as accurate as +/- 0.5 mm into the exact position. The computer controls the position of the probe and provides an error message if the probe is out of its ideal position by more than +/- 5 mm. In this case the probe has to be repositioned and the measurement restarted by pressing the <Enter> key.

14. After completion of the first measuring run (probe at the collar of the borehole), press <Ctrl>+<End> simultaneously on the computer. This is
followed by the initiation input for the second run or the end of the measurement respectively.

15. Again lower the probe to the bottom of the borehole and move into the first (deepest) measuring position. Check that the temperature of the probe is constant.

16. Computer commands and carrying out the measurements are completely identical with the first measuring run. At each measuring location the second measurement is immediately compared by the computer with that of the first run. If there is a discrepancy between the two readings a message is given by the computer, and the measurement can be repeated by the operator.

17. After completion of the second measuring run (probe at the collar of the borehole), press <Ctrl>+<End> simultaneously on the computer and choose the option "End of measurement". The readings will be saved and can now be evaluated.

**Note that one complete set of INCREX measurements consists of two runs of the probe from the bottom to the top of the borehole!**
1.3. Functional Control

The Functional Control of the INCREX probe is done by inserting the probe into the control tube which is supplied with each INCREX standard set. The Functional Control should be carried out at constant ambient temperature. For this, it is recommended to store the tube in a temperature-controlled room.

There are no regulations made by INTERFELS when to carry out a functional control. But we recommend a control of the probe before and after a series of measurements.

Note that in normal circumstances the factory-set offset values are very constant over years and that changes of the offset values should only be implemented after very careful testing, considering all relevant ambient factors. If in doubt, leave the offset values unchanged. In many applications this has proven to be a variable option.

In case that the INCREX value in the control tube has changed significantly despite constant ambient conditions, please contact INTERFELS to make sure the changes are not caused by other effects.

The functional control is carried out almost like a normal INCREX measurement, i.e. after achieving temperature constancy of the probe (check temperature readout). When use is made of the portable readout unit, the value has to be recorded manually. In case that a computer is used, the reading will be done automatically (refer to the Software Manual of the program INCREX-E.EXE). Carry out about 10 readings for each distance to control for more accurate mean value determination.
1.4. Hardware Maintenance

The INCREX system requires hardly any maintenance. The electrical signal of the probe is by induction and is generated without any mechanical contacts. All what is required is some attention to the following minor mechanical and electronic components

1.4.1 Mechanism, Screw Connections, O-Rings

- Guide wheels occasionally require some drops of oil.
- All connections, either mechanical or electrical (plugs), should be kept free of water and dirt.
- The O-ring between INCREX probe and measuring cable occasionally needs some acid-free grease. It should be kept free of dirt.
- Plugs which became damp during the measurement should dry before putting on the protection caps.

1.4.2 Batteries and Power Supply

- Computer and the data acquisition unit are individually equipped with rechargeable batteries. At commencement of each INCREX measuring day, the two batteries should be fully charged (overnight charging). Note that complete unloading or low-level loading over an extended period of time will result in permanent damage to the batteries. Therefore we recommend to recharge the batteries at least every 3 months.
INCREX - Measuring Principle

LVDT
Linear Variable Displacement
Transducer = Coil with core

Modified LVDT
LVDT with "external core" = ring

"INCREX"
Two coil / ring Units A and B

Displacement of INCREX rings
(extension = positive)

Criterion for INCREX probe
in measuring position:

\[ B + A = 0 = R_{\text{pos}} \]

then

INCREX Signal:

\[ B - A = R_{\text{INCREX}} \]

with: Extension \( R_{\text{INCREX}} > 0 \)
Compression \( R_{\text{INCREX}} < 0 \)

\( R_{\text{pos}} \) = Reading of "Position of Probe"
2. Installation of measuring casings

2.1 Preliminary remark

INTERFELS recommends the installation of measuring casings and the first reference measurement by INTERFELS specialists or authorised representatives. If this is not possible the following procedure is proposed. On the basis of geological risks INTERFELS is not able to guarantee the success of the installation.

Remember what the eminent Ralph Peck wrote in the foreword to John Dunnicliff's book 'Geotechnical Instrumentation for Monitoring Field Performance':

"Equipment that has an excellent record of performance can be rendered unreliable if a single essential but apparently minor requirement is overlooked during the installation. The best of instruction manuals cannot provide for every field condition that may affect the results. Therefore, even slavish attention to instructions cannot guarantee success. The installer must have a background in the fundamentals of geotechnics as well as knowledge of the intricacies of the device being installed. Sometimes the installer must consciously depart from the installation manual".

The combined measuring casings for inclinometer, the probe extensometer INCREX and the Magnetic Extensometer are made of high-quality ABS plastic with an extremely high axial stiffness that is even higher than the axial stiffness of comparable aluminium casings. Different types of ABS casings are available for boreholes up to 30 m and boreholes up to more than 30 m. Both INKREX and Inclinometer measurements can be carried out in these casings. Measurements with the probe extensometer INCREX require special INCREX measuring rings to be placed on the inclinometer casings. For Magnetic Extensometer measurements appropriate magnets for installation on the casing are required.

For casings with INCREX measuring rings special instructions for the installation have to be considered.

Always contact INTERFELS specialists to discuss the preparation of the borehole before starting the drilling and the installation.
2. Installation of measuring casings

2.2 Installation

1. For **INKREX** measurements the **casings** are delivered with **metal rings at regular distances of 1.00 m**. The rings are slightly fixed in order to keep them exactly in position during the installation procedure. They must not been fixed too tight so that they can glide on the surface of the casings in case of axial displacements in the underground. The casings should be completely greased before mounting the rings in order to guarantee a fix grout contact of the rings only. In softer rock or soil the rings should not be screwed but fixed with tape on both sides of the rings on the greased casings only (please contact INTERFELS for details).

The distances of the rings have to be controlled before starting the installation. If necessary the distances have to be corrected to exactly 1.00 m.

2. **Borehole:**

The depth of the borehole should be 0.5 m deeper than the total length of the casings. Any borehole direction is possible: vertical upwards, downwards, horizontal, inclined.

**INKREX:** The installation diameter may range from 125 mm (minimum inner diameter for the installation!) to 150 mm. Smaller diameters increase the risk to destroy the measuring position by pushing the measuring rings out of position while removing the protection casings!

**INCLINOMETER only:** Only for inclinometer casings without (!) INCREX measuring rings a smaller diameter of at least 101 mm could be sufficient.

**Note:** In boreholes with protective casings the minimum inner diameter of all casing components (incl. drilling bit, sleeves) is decisive! Always contact INTERFELS specialists to discuss the preparation of the borehole before starting the drilling and the installation.

Special distance holders (every 3 m at the tube connections) or multiple (3 or 4) injection tubes can be fixed as a kind of runners in order to protect the rings and guarantee a solid filling.

3. Hook the installation rope on to the bottom part of the first (lower) casing and fix the injection tubes to the outside of the casing by insulating tape.

4. The prepared casings have to be numbered. No. 1 is the first (lowest) casing to be built in. Every prepared connection must have an orientation marking line.

5. Fix the screws into the pre drilled holes (for thin-walled casings) or simply put the casing tubes together (for thick-walled casings) and put one casing after the other into the borehole. For water-filled boreholes the casings have to be filled with water as well.
2. Installation of measuring casings

!! Attention !! If you intend to carry out inclinometer measurements control the orientation of the nuts referred to the measured object (direction).

6. **Injection:**

It is very important that the entire ring space is filled closely by the injected suspension.

The injected suspension, normally a fluid water/cement suspension, is pumped through the injection tubes from the bottom to the top of the borehole. **The maximum depth that may be injected in one run is 30 m.** For deeper boreholes you have to separate the injection procedure in multiple (30 m) injection runs with a sufficient delay time. For boreholes deeper than 30 m discuss the suitable casing type with an INTERFELS specialist.

Always consider that the injected material must never be of higher stiffness than the rock or soil in the underground. Otherwise displacements may not be properly transmitted to the rings but glide on the surface of this relatively stiffer "injection nail". For special conditions such as soils or weak rocks profit from INTERFELS’ experience and call our specialists to choose the appropriate injection procedure.

7. After finishing the injection the tubes can be pulled out if possible.

8. Now the top plate can be fixed on top by rock screws.

9. After hardening the upper casing can be cut to the fitting length and be closed by the cap.

10. The first reference measurement can be carried out immediately after the injected suspension has hardened.
2.3 Technical information about ABS plastics

Material: **ABS = Acrylnitril/Butadiene/Styrol** (cmp. DIN 7728, T1 (1.88))

ABS is a Copolymer (in opposite to PVC, PVC is a Basepolymer).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young's Modulus</td>
<td>2.3 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate tensile strength</td>
<td>35 N/mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield tensile strength</td>
<td>43 N/mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melting temperature</td>
<td>&gt; 130 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature resistance (long time)</td>
<td>-35 bis 58 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature resistance (short time)</td>
<td>80 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature form resistance</td>
<td>80 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ABS is resistant to:**
- weathering
- salt water
- lactic acid
- lye

**ABS is qualified resistant to:**
- fuel oil
- silicon oil
- petrol
- hydrochloric acid up to 10 %
3. Data acquisition and processing

3.1 Program INCREX-E.EXE

The PC program INCREX-E.EXE is an authentic development of INTERFELS GmbH Bad Bentheim / Germany.
The program serves for data collection in the field and processing of the data from measurements with the Mobile INTERFELS Extensometer Probe INCREX (INCRemental EXtensometer, INTERFELS Product No. 122), using a MS-DOS-compatible personal computer.

Technical preconditions

The INCREX program runs on any MS-DOS-compatible personal computer (PC/XT/AT). The computer must have one of the following graphic adapters:

- CGA-
- EGA-
- VGA-
- or Hercules monochrome.

The program can be installed in a DOS-window under MS-Windows.

On the periphery, the program supports more than 1000 BW and Color Printers.

Program structure

The program works with easy-to-use pull down menus. This enables the user to activate any options by referring directly to the corresponding menu window. The results are presented in tabular and diagram form (see Appendix 3).
3.2 Print out examples

Examples

of printed
tables and graphics
3. Data acquisition and processing

Project: Excavation Project South (EXP)  Borehole: Borehole B04 (B04)
Reference depth: 15.39 m
Mes. 008 from 01.06.1992, difference to meas. 000 from 01.08.1990

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meas. depth [m]</th>
<th>Real depth [m]</th>
<th>Reading individual [mm/m]</th>
<th>Reading summation [mm]</th>
<th>Difference individual [mm/m]</th>
<th>Difference summation [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-5.51</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>-5.11</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>-6.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>-1.23</td>
<td>-3.88</td>
<td>-1.46</td>
<td>-5.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
<td>-2.82</td>
<td>-1.28</td>
<td>-4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
<td>-2.00</td>
<td>-1.21</td>
<td>-2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.39</td>
<td>7.39</td>
<td>-0.97</td>
<td>-1.03</td>
<td>-1.10</td>
<td>-1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.39</td>
<td>8.39</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.39</td>
<td>9.39</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.39</td>
<td>12.39</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.39</td>
<td>13.39</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.39</td>
<td>14.39</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.39</td>
<td>15.39</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3: Individual readings of follow up measurement No. 8 and differences to the zero measurement No. 000
Fig. 4: Individual readings: Difference with regard to the zero measurement No. 000
Fig. 5: Summation readings: Difference with regard to the zero measurement No. 000